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Calculating Thermal Boundary layer in a Flow
Compressible Gas

by

L. :.'. Zysina-T.olozhen

Discussed is an approximate ae;.4empirical method, which allows with sufficient

accuracy to calculate a laninary, transient and turbulent zones of thermal boundary

layer when a flow of compressible gas is directed around a surfaces

The solution of many technical problems is connected with the necessity of cal-

culating heat exchange of a surface with a stream of compressible gas flowing around

it. The boundary layer originating thereat in dependence upon the flow condition and

the nature of velocity distribution along the surface can be aver the entire span of the

surface either la•dmary, transiaet or turbulent, or on sections of surface -laminary,

then transient and finally turbulent.

In this report is introduced and approximate semiempirical method, allowing with

satisfactory accuracy to calculate all three zones of thermal boundary layer,crigi-

nating when a cocmpressible gas is flown around a surface. The nature of the method

lies in the following.

We will investigate a plane flow of ccnltessible gas. It iiknown, that for this

case the integral ratio of energy in Dorodnitayn variables acquires the farm
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(sigis correspoida to retardation paramaters)e

It can be written

(5)

where
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Using formula (5) it is possible to change equation (1) into form of

dZ 1",.. -L Nu,
-.. S ".=--- (I 22)k-1d n , U T -. ( )- PrRe, (7)

"ie will introduce parameters t (,

/, = 0.

o 1 - Nu,
T. -20) -1PrRe, G

and will assme, that they, changing along the surface around which flow is directede

do synorqz ously determine all characteristics of thermal boundary layer* We will assum,

that in expression (8) the inflUence of the lonoitudinal temperature gradient Is

characterized by the complex Ua , and GT does not depend upon dz and determines

only the effect of the Re-number, In this case the value GT will be identical for the

flow around the profile and for the flow around a plate as well, We will determine

the function GT in accordance with data concerning heat exchange of a pl•ste

By examining the experimental data (figel) it becomes evident that when the

physical constants are referred to retardation parameters 0 the formulae far calcula-

ting heat exchange retain the very same form as for the case of a noncomwaresaible

flow, For the transient zone of the boundary layer the effect of ccezsressibility is

reflected on the coordinates of the beginning and ending of the transitica (khbeog

khend). and the developwent of the transition process after its origination takes

place in such a way, that lines Me¢ N(BRe) remain parallel to each other over the

entire investigated range of change in M -n1mber

It is evident, that the curves can be approximated by a family

*Footnote -- - During the calculating all .physical constant are referred to
te-mperature of retardation.
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Nu, B X,. LU)

in which the values B and n are different, but unchanged for each flow condition in

the boundary layer. For the transient zone the coeffioient B appears, as shown by expere

ments, to be a variable valuechanging with the change in value of Re number, corres-

ponding to the point of beginning of transition RekTbegh Mis value is determined by

the initial turbulence of the flow '4 . magnitude of the temperature factor and W-

number, i.eothe vmlus B retains constancy within limits of each concrete experiment,

but can change with the chanrge in initial and practical conditicns of the process.

Substituting expressicn (10) in the integral ratio of energ for plate

dx -r -- a)- Pre. (1

and using formula (9) it is possible to obtain for function GT the following expressions
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We will determine function X in such a way that fo a plate it will be possible

to accept

Then for QT is obtained a formula

6j. -ARe-' (14)

which is perfectly analogous to formula for an incompressible flw,51.

Introducing formulas (8), (9) and (14) into equation (7) it is possible with

the aid of noncomplex calculations to bring same into the following ferm
diT U. UI.' --- =lm -iZ -2-iU -U- f7" (13)

For an incompessible flow was shown experimentallyi2 ,that the functionset

in square parentheses

T (In-- I)Z-- 2(16)

can be well expressed by formula

Fr = a - 2ir. (17)

The value a was found to be independent from the temperature gradient and is deter-

mined only by the condition of flow in boundary layer.

We will amssume, tnat for a compressible flow is also possible to write an analogous

fornula. If a does not depend upon the longitudinal pressure gradient, then it, apper-

entlyg, should have an identical value as during a flow around a profile,and during

the flow around a plate. Then, by using formula (13) it is possible to determine a by

formula

where c " value Q. for an perturbed flow*

If we would consider flows, characterized by condition T/* 4 - cast, then

it is apparent that for each flow condition a will be a constant value depending only



upon the flow conditions

In this ease equation (1.5) can be easily integrated and allows to determine

for the thermal boundary layers

Here A1 corresponds to the value of the coefficient A in formula (14) for laminary

boundary layer, if the calculation is made for the transient zone, and corresponds

to the value A for transient zone if the calculation is made for the turbulent part

0*of the boundary layer. Consequently Re**L -- rr is determined for coor'dinates of
TA

the beginning of change over from calculation of laminary section in first case and

coordinates of the end of transition fras calculation of transient zone in second*

For convenience of and to speed calculation value a for each condition of flow in

the boundary layer can be calculated by formula (18) in the necessary range of para-

meter changes and presented in form of curves (fig*2)o

Using formulas (19). (9), (16)-(18) it is possible to obtain an expression for

tb. calculation of local values of heat exchange coefficient

S*M

Nu, M (-->)1- Prm i Re, (Re,)'" A nH(0A -M 20 If"a
xb'

Comparing (20) with the corresponding formula for incompressible flow 21tit Is

possible to detect, that when all physical constants are referred to flow tempera ture

retardation TO there is a formal analogy between the type of formua, for calculating

intensity of heat exchange in a compressible gas flow Max and in an incompressible

flow ul x t. By comparing these formulas it is easy to obtain a relation

It is evident from this fornlea, that for the case of a flow directed around a

plate, when the rate on the outer limLt of the boundary layer is equal to the speed

of the onscming flov and 0 .. or ý .•respectively, at above described repreo-

spotation of fo~rnias should ccne to a ratio



Nu, - Nu;.

As already mentioned, this formal ratio corresponds well with experizmntal data.

See attached page for Figure 2 (6a)

Fig.2*Dependenee a=a() for laminary section
of boundary layer (a); for transient section
(b) and for turbulent (a) at varioms T/78
1-0,s5 2-0.6; 3-0.7; 4-0.81 5-0.91 6-1.01
7-1.2; 8-1o41 9-1.61 10-1.81 11-2.0

When calculating the coordinate of the point

of the beginning of change over kh, can be

determIM by the DorodnitsynLoytoyanskiy

methodýý For an approximate determination

of the length of the transient zone we could

recomnend the following simple considerations.

The processing of experimm ts (results) liUMW

in fig.l, and analogous results of other

authors ahowed, that the parameter rx1 chba-

acterizing the relationship between coaj;-

nates of end Khend and beginnin of transition khbeg, does not depend upon K1 mamber

This property of the parameter rx allows to determine its value by empirical curveao

obtained for an inocpressible flow and mentione &a report

Desigations

0 - density,corrasponding to retar.datton aramnotera; U0 9 To- rate and tar-

ature outside of the boundary layer; Tw -temperature of well.
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